1/9/19

RED SEA DIVING & SNORKELING ADVENTURE
2019 - 2020
Invite your friends for 15 marvelous days with 10 days diving or snorkeling at the finest dive resorts on the
Egyptian Red Sea Coast plus see the Pyramids as well! Discover magnificent house reefs and dive superb
offshore reefs near Marsa Shagra, Marsa Nakari Village, and Lahami Village. You will be dazzled by the
profusion of fish and coral.
Package includes:

Air conditioned chalets 10 nights on the Red Sea with 3 excellent meals daily.
Pyramid-view hotel 2 nights in Cairo with breakfast.
5 days house diving package (2 dives/day) + $46/day for additional 2-dive days.
Airport/hotel transfers; transfers between resorts.
Half day pyramid tour & Cairo museum tour.

The trip fee is $1,995 per person (twin share) + air fare San Francisco to Cairo, round trip $1,000 plus
flights to Marsa Alam $350 RT. Single supplement is $450 additional.
You pay extra for equipment rentals and camel rides, quad rides into the desert, or other optional
excursions; lunch or dinner in Cairo, alcoholic beverages, sodas, tips to guides or drivers, Egypt visas
($25), and anything else not specifically included.
ITINERARY
DAYS 1/2

FLY SAN FRANCISCO TO DUBAI & CAIRO

DAYS 3/7

FLY CAIRO TO MARSA ALAM on the Red Sea Coast
Stay at MARSA SHAGRA dive resort (4 nights) just north of Marsa Alam.
Check out your dive gear, and sign up for your dives for the next 3 days.
Marsa Abu Dabbab and Sha’ab Marsa Alam are intermediate dive adventures.
Elphinstone Reef is advanced. There is superb beginner or intermediate diving and
snorkeling from their house reef.

DAYS 7/10

TRANSFER TO MARSA NAKARI, a bit further south along the Red Sea Coast.
Have 3 nights at MARSA NAKARI VILLAGE which has an excellent walk-in-the-water
house reef plus great offshore reefs including the option of Dolphin House Reef.

DAYS 10/13 DEPART for LAHAMI VILLAGE further south (3 nights) with excellent offshore reefs.
DAYS 13/15 DEPART MARSA ALAM for CAIRO (1 night) for a visit to the pyramids
and the great Cairo Museum. Transfer to the Cairo Airport for your departure
flight at 1:25 am Day 15, and arrival in San Francisco at 2 pm the same day.
If you prefer a 12-day trip, just omit the Lahami Village stay, and fly back to the USA on DAY 12.
(Saving $200 pp).
CALL FOR MORE DETAILS!

(800) 252 4910 ask for Margaret Betchart
or (707) 694 0937 ask for Bob Draper

